I love Ann Kreckel’s “Jane’s Stay On Baby Booties.” It’s a pattern she posted to the KnitList in 1995 or so. It’s available at the venerable WoolWorks website (http://www.woolworks.org/patterns/babyboot.txt) But great booties deserve a hat to make a full gift set.

My matching hat is a simple beanie shape knit in the round, with three welts around the bottom edge to match the three welts that run around the sides of the stay-on bootie.

For the record, my hat is on the small side and should fit a petite newborn. I haven’t tried it yet, but using a 1.75mm (US #00) or a 2mm (US #0) at a slightly less extreme gauge should produce a hat for a larger newborn and 3 month size, respectively. If you want to work this at a standard gauge of 7 stitches per inch but end up with the same size hat as I made, cast on 100 stitches, and place your markers every 20 stitches. Follow the instructions as written EXCEPT that instead of following the (K23, K2tog), (K22, K2tog) or (K21,K2tog) directions instead ALWAYS knit until two stitches remain before your marker, then knit those two stitches together. I had plenty of yarn left over from my hat and booties from my one 50 gram skein of sock yarn, you shouldn’t run out even if you knit a larger hat or a hat at a less extreme gauge.
Baby BEANIE to Match JANE’s Stay-On Baby Booties by Ann Kreckel

Materials
- 50g fingering weight or sock yarn
- 1.5 mm (US #000) double pointed knitting needles (can be worked on 1 or two circs if preferred)
- 4 or 5 stitch markers
- Tapestry needle for darning in ends

Gauge and Dimensions
Approximately 9 stitches = 1 inch on 1.5mm needles
The hat folded as above when measured across the opening, unstretched = approx. 7 inches

Instructions
Using a very stretchy cast on (I used half-hitch) cast on 120 stitches and divide among your needles. If you are using one or more circs, mark the beginning of the row with a stitch marker for convenience.
- Knit 12 rounds.
- Purl 4 rounds. Knit 4 rounds.
- Purl 4 rounds.

At the end of this, counting the self-rolling bit of stockinette around the hat’s edge, you should have the appearance of three welts at the hat’s bottom edge.

Continue knitting until the hat measures 2.5 inches from the bottom. (Measure this with the curling edge curled. Don’t flatten it out.)
- On the next row knit 24 stitches, place a marker, then repeat. If you’re using DPNs, you’ll have 4 markers in your work, with the division point for the last one being the break between needles that aligns with the dangly cast-on end. If you’re using circs, you’ll have five markers in your work.
- On the next round, (knit 23, K2tog). Do this five times total to complete out the round. Each decrease will occur JUST BEFORE a marker.
- Knit 4 rounds.

On the next round (knit 22, K2tog). Do this five times total to complete out the round.
- Knit 3 rounds.
- On the next round (knit 21, K2tog). Do this five times total to complete out the round. Again each decrease will occur just before a marker.
- Knit 2 rounds.
- On the next round knit to two stitches before the marker, then knit 2 tog. Do this five times total to complete out the round.
- Knit 1 round.

From here on in every round is the same – Knit until two stitches before a marker, knit those two stitches together.

Repeat to complete out the round. Keep doing this until only five stitches remain on your needles. When only five stitches remain, work them I-Cord style for five rounds, then end off. Darn in both ends.